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Introduction 

 
When genes area unit on separate chromosomes, or terribly 
way apart on identical chromosomes, they assort severally. 
That is, once the genes go in gametes, the gene received for 
one sequence does not have an effect on the gene received 
for the opposite. during a double heterozygous organism 
(AaBb), this ends up in the formation of all 444 attainable 
varieties of gametes with equal, or 25%, percent, frequency. 
Why is that this the case? Genes on separate bodys assort 
severally thanks to the random orientation of homologous 
chromosome pairs throughout meiosis. Homologous 
chromosomes area unit paired chromosomes that carry 
identical genes, however could have totally different alleles 
of these genes. One member of every homologous combine 
comes from associate organism's momma, the opposite from 
itspop. 

 
As illustrated within the diagram below, the homologues of 

every combine separate within the initial stage of meiosis. 

during this method, that facet the "dad" and "mom" 

chromosomes of every combine move to is random. Once we 

area unit following 2 genes, this ends up in four varieties of 

gametes that area unit made with equal frequency. When 

genes area unit on identical body however terribly way 

apart, they assort severally because of crossover 

(homologous recombination).this is often a method that 

happens at the terribly starting of meiosis, within which 

homologous chromosomes at random exchange matching 

fragments. Crossover will place new alleles along together 

on identical body, inflicting them to travel into identical 

reproductive cell. once genes area unit way apart, crossover 

happens usually enough that every one varieties of gametes 

area unit made with frequency. 

 
When genes area unit terribly approximate on identical body, 

crossover still happens, however the result (in terms of 

reproductive cell varieties produced) is totally different. rather 

than assorting severally, the genes tend to "stick together " 

throughout meiosis. 

 
That is, the alleles of the genes that area unit already along on a 

body can tend to be passed as a unit to gametes. during this 

case, the genes area unit connected. Now, we tend to see 

reproductive cell varieties that area unit gift in terribly unequal 

proportions. The common varieties of gametes contain parental 

configurations of alleles—that is, those that were already along 

on the body within the organism before meiosis (i.e, on the body 

it got from its parents). The rare varieties of gametes contain 

recombinant configurations of alleles, that is, ones which will 

solely type if a recombination event (crossover) happens in 

between the genes. Why area unit the recombinant reproductive 

cell varieties rare? the fundamental reason is that crossovers 

between 2 genes that area unit approximate don't seem to be 

quite common. Crossovers throughout meiosis happen at 

additional or less random positions on the body, therefore the 

frequency of crossovers between 2 genes depends on the space 

betweenthem. 

 
A awfully short distance is, effectively, a awfully tiny "target" for 

crossover events, which means that few such events can come 

about. Thanks to this relationship, we will use the frequency of 

recombination events between 2 genes (i.e., their degree of 

genetic linkage) to estimate their relative distance apart on the 

body. 2 terribly close-together genes can have only a few 

recombination events and be tightly connected, whereas 2 genes 

that area unit slightly additional apart can have additional 

recombination events and be less tightly connected. Within the 

next section, we'll see the way to calculate the recombination 

frequency between 2 genes, victimisation info from genetic 

crosses. 
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